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Lecture 1 

· The growth performance of the Indi<'.n ecc•"}o··,y r .f: 

not been apectacular, and while the Indian citizen is U23rl 

to ambitious planning he is not accustomed to much achiPve-
• 

ment. Targets of planned growth have been tyPically under

fulfilled in most branches of planning. In this over-all 

picture of frustrated growth and slt~gishncss, education is 

a field that provi res a comforting contrast. Be tween 

195'0-5'1, when the First Five Year Plan ,.;as initiated, and 

1963-69, enrolment in s~hools went up by more than three 

times, and that iri Universities and institutions of higher 

education by nearly five times. ,These are impressively hj.gh 

rates of growth, and over-fulfilment of targets is a familia~ 

story in educational expansion. If one wants to be comforte 

about growth in India and seeks consolation in cold statistics, 

one can scarcely do better than go through our official 

educational data. 

And yet there is something fundamentally odd in our 

approach to educational planning, and there is a si~kly 

picture beh:i;nd the facade of robust statistics. That not all 
' 

is well in Indian education has been frequently noted, and 

failures in one field or another have been pointed out by 

distinguished .academicians, policy makers and political 

leaders. 
I 

The problem cannot, however, be adequately discussed 
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in terms of failures here or shortcomings there; our entire 

aunroach to educational planning seems to be open to quGstion • . -
T · r· lty · · the nature of a chronic disease that he d~f ~cu ~s ~n 

feeds on itself, and the ailment has ~w reached crisis · 

proporj.tions. It is to an analySis of the nature of this 

crisis that I would like to devote today's lecture, and 

tomorrow I shall try to discuss policy measures to deal 

with this crisis. 

I should note at the outset that whatever ~ay be 
• 

the characteristics of the crisis of Indian education, 

governmental-neglect is not one of them. The allocation 

of public funds to edUC8tion has been substantial, and 

the share of education in the total government budget has 

been growing steadily. Furthermore, expenditures have "been 

incurred not in a thoughaess manner but after a great deal 

of deliberation and discussion. Asise from a machinery of 

educational planning that is elaborate, there has been a 

series of distinguished committees and commissions taking 

stock and making recommendations. The pioneering Sargent 

Report on Post-War Educational Development in India was 

prepared as early as 1944. Arter that the University 

Education Commission of 1948-49 under the chairmanship 

of Dr. Radhakrishnan initiated a thoro ·gh reorganization 

of the 'university education system in India. The Secondary 

Education Commissioh, which reported in 1953, looked into 
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secondary schooling in detail and recomoeDde:C. :. l:;j c·>.<- ~·. 

The so-called Kher Committee Report of 1951 r:en".:. .-:E.e lv 

into tJ.e ad ministration of primary educ3tion. The Cor:ntii ttee 

on Model Act for Universities, Hhich reported in 1964, hac; 

the opportunity of going iniD issues that had arisen sinc0 

the Radhakrishnan Report. There were a number of other 

committees as well vrhich went into various aspects of 
' 

Indian education. Finally the Education Commission of 

1964-66 under the chairmanship of Professor D.S.Kothari 

provided a comprehensive study of education in India and 

suggested "principles and policies for the development 

of education at all stages and in all aspects". All these 

reports have been thoughtful and thorough. The Report of 
. . 

the Education Commission of 1964-66 has, in fact, gone 

through practically every conceivable question of the 

development of education in India, and its recommendations 

are, in general, full of insight and wisdom. 

Asise from these periodic reports, the Ministry 

of Education and its agencies sach as the University Grants 

Commission has had a galaxy of distinguish~d men to run its 

affairs. The general level of aoministrative efficiency 

is high, and public bodies like the University Grants 

Commission have established standards of devoted work, 
. 

efficient operation, and unbureaucratic promptness, of 

a ~ind,that is entirely rare in India. 
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It should, therefore, be evident that the cr:: sts 

cannot be attributed to administrative neglect or to 

thoughtless action. we have to go more deeply into the 

nature of the Indian society and to evaluate the impact 

of our social structure on educational policy making. I 

would arg~e in these lectures that there have been grave 

failures in policy making in the field of education, but 

~one of the. usual s~~pects (such as bureaucracy, red-tapism, 

financial neglect, operational inefficiency) seem to be 

guil~. The nature of the policy failures requires an analysis 

of the charac~tics of the economic and social forces 

operating in India, -and the response of public policy to 

' these forcesJ It is with this background that I should 

try to examine what, if anything, has gone wrong with Indian 

education. 

One aspect of the crisis is the rapidly deteriorating 

standards of education, especially of higher education. This 

has been noted by many authorities and is certainly well

known to the teaching community. The Education Commission 

of 1964-66 s•1mmed up the position thus: 

~ere is a general feeling in India that the situation 
- ~n higher education is unsatisfactory and even alarming 
in some ways, that the average standards have been 
fall~ng and that rapid expansion has resulted in lo1vering 
qual~ty. The examination results, the reports of Public. 
Service Commissions, the views of employers and the ' 
assessment of teachers themselves the results of reaearch 
done - all seem to support this c~nclusion, • • • ' 
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••• over a large area of education, the content 
and quality are inadequate for o•rr present needs 
and futvie requirements, and c()l!!pare unfavourably 
with the average standards in other educationally 
advanced countries. What is •rorse, the large 
gap between the standards in our country and those 
in the advanced countries is widening rapidly. 
Nany of our educationists and public men, however, 
have not fully realized how serious are the actual 
conditions, academic and physical, that obtain 
in colleges anc universities. Even those who are 
broadly aware of the sitna.tion, fail to notice its 
poigaacy because they have become used to such 
conditions.1 

Huch has been said already on this problem af 

deteriorating standards, and I need not go into this fu"ther 

at this stage. It is, however, important to emphasize the 

close link between this problem of declining; academic 

standards and that of rapid growth of enrolment. With a 

rapidly growing educ~tion system the need for additional 

teachers is relatively large and for the success of the 

education system the teachers have to come from among the 

best products of the system. Given the; nature of alternative 

job opportunities for the better quali_!ied people, it is 

easy to run into a bottleneck of good potential teachers if 

the system is gro,·Ting very rapidly. This is especially so 

when th~ rate of growth is itself speeding up. This is 

precisely what has happened in India, and fthe shortage of 

good teachers]has characterised the exploding education 

sys~m in tbis country. 

1 Report of the Education Commission 1964-66, Ministry 
of Education, Govt. of India, Ne\v Delhi, 1966, p.278. 
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If we wish to go deeper into this question we have 

to ask about the. nature of the comP'llsion behind the 

fantastic growth rates of our educational system. Before 

we turn to that question a preliminary point of economics 

may be worth clearing up. wnen there is a shortage of skilled 

labourof a certain kind in some branch of the economy, lone 

way of eliminating that shortage is to offer relatively 

higher salaries.\ Through this means skilled labour of the 

requisite type may be attracted away from other fields 

into the one in question. Since the probJ.sm o.f short-<~g,;, 

of good teachers has been much discussed in India, it 

shoulr1 be checked to what eoctent this has talcen place here • 

. or 1A simple test is to compare the rate of growth of national 
... ~ 

"'' income per head vlith that of the teachers' salary levels) 

The Educ2.tion Commission pTovidE>s calculntions of 

changes in the average saJ.ary of teachers between 1950-51 

and 1965-66;~corrected for price ch~~ges. For the sake 

of comparison I may note that in tbis period the Indian 

~national income per head at constant prices rose by 21 per 

cent. 
2 

Did the teachers' salaries go up ry more than this 

proportion? The answer is not at all.\ Quite the contrary. 

In fact the sal~ries after correction for price adjustments 

in the University dep~rtments r~only 5 per cent, that in 

profes' ional colleges fell by 2 per cent, and those in 

2 
Economic Survev 1°66-67 Govt. of InC:ia, N"'"' Delh;, 1967 Table l:. r.-. -'-=-"---"--·- ·• ~" ... 
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colleges of arts and science fell by as much as ten 

per cent.3 Far from there being an attempt to move 

ahead of the economy, this sector fell far behind it, 

and in fact registered a declining real sal~ry level 

in many crucial branches. ~e same picture emerges if 

we compare the movement of teachers' salaries with other 

indicators like the trend of real wage rate and the growth 

of salaries in other important professions .1 

The acute shoitage of good ~achers is, thus, 

only partly due to the fast rate of expansion; it is 
-=----· 

also the result of a refusal to pursue the economic 

implications of such an expansion. As the Galary level 
" 

of the teachers fell behind the general march of the 

economy, the ability of the education system to attract 

good teachers significantly declined. The general 

decline of the qualifications of the teachers in colleges 

and universities is partly a reflection of this. To put 

it sharply the crisis of standards is the result of the 

Government's attempt to make the education system expand 

at a fantastically high rate without carrying through the 

economic implications of such a policy. 

It might be asked 1vhether this is a matter of 

public policy only; What about the private colleges? 

3 Report of th§J__]TIQ_uca tion ComJ1liS...§j.o.!L1264-66 '· p. 47 
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Why have they not tried to attract better teachers by 

offering higher salaries? This is an important question, 

but in answerinG it we must bear in mind the special 

characteristics of education as a branch of the economy. 

~he influence of public policy is all-pervasive in this 

field.t Most of the so-called private colleges are run 

partly or substantially on public sup-port. The possi

bility of varying teachers' salar~e~ _ _?.l:'__studen~s•- fees 

.'-"'-is very limited. I1igher productivity of teachers does 
'-

not automatically reflect itself in a rise of profits of 

the colleges. Students 'compete with one another ~ to get 

into colleges and there is a "sellers' market". A private 

college, therefore, has good reasons to enrol as many 

students as the university regulations permit and offer the 

lowest salary at vlhich they can recruit teachers - good, 

. b_Gtd or indifferent. There are of co'1rse distinguished colleges 
,.~;·<") 

,.-.\which have not viev1ed the problem so mechanically, but 

.~"'the general run of private x colleges have certainly seen 
-~ .. 

\ r- "-
. little reason for trying to offer higher salaries to 

~. •. rt\"- .,., . 

\ • ·attract better teachers. And as the standard of recruit-
·', 'Y' . 

ment has declined practically everywhere, no individual 

college has been at a particvlar disadvantage on this 

score. The absolute levels of qualify do not affect the 

colleges' measures of performance; all it need be concerned 

vrith is relative quality vis-a-vis other colleges, A gem ral 

decline in qualit~' leaves the college finance substantially 
unaffected. 
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The market mechanism is, therefore, totally ill

equirpee to deal with this problem, and the responsibility 

for tacl{ling this rests squarely on the shoulders of the 

guarc:1ians of public policy. In view of this it is re

marka"ble bow little discussion there has heen on the 

economic ques ti6ns s 'rrounding the performance of the 

educational system. Instead the attention has concen

trated on one magic formula after another which are 

floated with the promise of curing our ailing standards 

of teaching. The introduction of the "semester system" 

the use of "multiple choice questions 11 in examinations, 

the reliance on "internal assess~ent", and a host of other 

panacea have-been brandished about. Our education system 

does undoubtedly need reform) and these and other 

suggestions should certainly be discussed. But wha·t it 

needs most is a steady inflmv of good teachers into the 

system, and in this context it is of paramount importance 

to recognize that. educational institutions have to compete 

with other_ employers in getting talented- people. The 

situation is particularly acute in the affiliated 

cot-leges where the ovenrhelming major.ity of lecturers 

Hork .and students study •. 

I h~ve concentrated so far on the failure of public 

policy in carrying out the economic implications of the extra

orc!in.'J.rily rapid exp<msion of higher education. I turn now 
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·to the question of the rapid expansion itself. Hov 

rapid is it? Is it too fast? vfuat are its social 

cultural and economic features? 

University education has been growing much faster 

than school education. Of late this dichotomy has further 

sharpened. Between 1960-61 and 1968-69, while primary 

enrolment rose by 60 per cent, that in University and 

higher education registered a rise of 128 per cent, i.e., 

the latter rose more than twice as fast in proportionate 

terms. Indeed as we go from primary to middle sehool, 

from middle to secondary school, and from secondary 

school to Universities and institutions of higher learn-

ing, the growth rate goes up in each case. To put it in 

another way, the lower the level of education the 

slower is the rate at which we are progressing. 

This fact in itself need not be disturbing. ·once 

the c01mtry reaches a desirable levE!l of education at the 

lower stages, the only expansion possihilities that· remain 

open are in the field of higher education. Thus for a 

country like Britain, the Soviet Union, America, or Japan, 

primary education can hardly grow much since practicaiiy 

everyone already gets primary sChooling. In evaluating 
Indian educational grm-rth rates, therefore, we have to 

look at the level of performance already achieved. 
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There has been a considerable rise in the 

percentage of literacy since independence. In 1951 

only 17 per cent of the population was literate, while 

today the proportion is thought to be 33. This is 

a rise of some magnitude, out the current ratio of 

literacy is still extraordinart1y low, with a clear 

two-thirds of the Indian population unable to read 

or write. However, it might be argued that this 

level of performance should be better judged by the 

. proportion· of children attending primary schools. 

While this is not the vrhole story, since the poss i

bilities of adult education are enormous in a country 

like India, nevertheless we may concentrate on primary 

. enrolment among children. According to official 

statistics, 80 per cent crf the children between six 

to eleven are enrolled in primary schools. This may 

appear to be a high ratio, and in some ways it 

undoubtedly is so. However, to achieve universal 

literacy within the foreseeable future it is necessary 

to make everyone go through the primary school system, 

and to leave every fifth child outside the school system 

altogether is no 1;1ay of going about achieving universal 

literacy. However, given our earlier enrolment history, 

raising it to 30 per'cent is not an achievement that 

should be pooh-poohed, if indeed this 80 per cent figure 
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can be accepted. Unfortunately, there are very serious 

reasons to doubt this piece of official statistics. 

First of all, there are difficulties in decid-

. ing which set of official figures to use among the 

alternatives offered. The 80 per cent enrolment ratio 

in primary education that I quoted before comes from 

the Draft Fourth Five Year Plan (p. 280). The same 

document records the ratio to be 62 per cent in 1960-61. 

On the other hand the Report of the Education Commission 

identifies the ratio to be only?~ per cent.for the 

year (p. 161). One source of difference is that the 

Planning Commission gives the enrolment ratio for 

Classes I to V, vrhereas the rducation Commission figure 

refers to Classes I to IV. This would have, however, 

made the Planning Commission ratio lower rather than 

higher since the enrolment proportion goes down with 

later classes and the ratio for Class V must be lower 

than that for Classes I to IV. Thus the explanation· 

of the higher Planning Commission ratio must be sought 

elsewhere. 

The main difference lies in the definition of 

·what is called a "pre-primary" class and what is called 

Class I in primary education. Some classes that the 

Education Commission treats as pre-primary are lumped 

into the primary category by the Planning Commission. 
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The source of the trouble is that while in most 

states the Secondary School Leaving Certificate 

follows ten years of successful schooling, the 

process takes eleven years in Andhra Pranesh, Bihar, 

Gujrat, Madras, l'Iaharashtra and orissa, and twelve 

years in Assam, Nag~land, and 1~FA. But these 

certificates from different regions are taken to be 

equivalent to each other, and these are obtained 

at roughly the same age in all the regions. Hence 

the Education Comrr.ission classifies the earliest 

year or bro as pre-primary in the States with 11-ye ar 

or 12-year schooling, while the Planning Commission 

does not make use of such a distinction. The matter 
' 

can be settled only after checking the exact content 

of education in the early school years in the long

schoolmg states, but there is no definiti-ge study 

on this. 

But this is not all. The Planning Commission 

figures and those of the Education Commission both have 

the same parentage, viz., the Education l•linistry 

itself, inclndin"j of course the Hinistries of 

Ed,.Jca tion of the different states. There is, how-

ever, an alternative so'1rce of data on school 

education for the y8ar 1961 , viz., the Census of India. 
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.The picture there is quite different. For 1961 the 

total enrolment of students in 'the age-group 

41.7 ·million ~ccording to the Union Ministry 

6-14 ~uis 

of 

Ed 1cation, 4 while. according to the dens Us the miniber 

of· full-time students 'in that age~group was only'34.6 

million.? This difference. of 7.1 miilion iS more than 

20 per cent of the 'Certsus figure and can hardly be 

dismissed as a minor discrepancy. 

What is the source of the difference between 

the Census figures and the Hinistry figures? Partly it 

is undoubtedly due to difference in the definitions used 

in the two studi~s. The Censu~ figures refer only to 

students 3.mong non-v:orkers, while the J:-'linistry concen-
·. • . • •. I . 

trates on the total enrolment. Part of the difference 

may be represented by workers who are .enrolled in. schools 

as full-time students. Does this explain away the whole 

difference? This seems extremely unli'cely. The. census 

does not 1.;reak dovm the •rork;ers according to education01.l 

activity, but altogether 

¥rorkers in 'the age-group 

there are only 1 l~. 5: million 
6 

0-14. 1rle don't kl10"\v how mmy of 

4
Education in Indi~ 1960-61, Volume II, Ministry of Education, 
Government of India, I':'ew, Delhi, 1966. 

5 Census. of India 1961, Vel, I, Part II-B(ii). See also Prim:ny 
Educatwn in Rural Indiel.: Participation and Hastage, Agricul
tural Economics Research Centre, University of Delhi, 1·~ay,1969. 

6 Censu'L_of_In(lia_..:!_261, Vol, I, Part-II :B(i), P. 86. 
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them went to school, but vTe do knmv that only 30 

per cent of workers other than cultivators in this 

age group in the urban areas were literate~ 7 Since 

anyone going to school is likely to "be literate," 

this gives us an absolute maximum of the number of 

worlrers gcing to school. Assuming the same 

proportion in the rural areas, the total number of 

workers in schools cannot exceed 4.4 million, which 

still leaves 2.7 million enrolment in the Hinistry 

figures unaccounted for. In fact, the actual 

difference is .likely to be very much more sin,ce 

literate workers ::~.re,· not necessarily in school. 

1-'luch trust canr.ot be put on the Ministry's enrol

ment figures as representing the actual number of 

school students, 

Indeed there are good economic reasons for 

expecting that the r.:inistry 1 s enrolment figures will 

be hiased in an upward director. These data are 

collect_ed by the State Ministries in the same 

complex of activities \vhich includes giving grants 

to the Schools. The grants depend on the number of 

7 Census of India 1961 Vol. I, Part II-B(iii),p.88. The 
Eighteenth Round of the Ne.tional Sample Survey reports 
that only 17 per cent of the labour force aged 5-9 
and 34 percent of the labour force aged 10-14 v1ere 
literate in 1963-64 (N.s.s. Number 164, Table 3.b). The 
ratio of 30 per cent for 1G61 is th•1s consistent with the 
N.s.s. data but is probably an over-estimate. 
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students enrolled, which pro,· ides a built-in bias in the 

process of reporting of enrolment. There is no compara

ble distortion in the Census figures, and much of the 

difference of the t\.ro sets of figures may arise simply 

from this. 

One other difficulty in the enrolmerit·Tatios 

of the Planning Com~ission and the Education Commission 

lies in the fact that they represent the proportion of 

all students in certain classes to the population of the 

.corresponding age-group. But in fact many students 

in a class are older or youn~er, as Shri .r.P. Naik has 

shown ("Enrolment Policies in Indian Education", 

}1anpo-vrer J..ournal, Vol. I April 1965). For primary 

educ1.tion this tends to inflate the ratio since the 

number of older boys in primary classes is much more 

than the number of younger bqys in post-primary classes. 

Furthermore, the problem of drop-out is a serious 

one in rural education. People may drop out but may 

continue to be enrolled. So the enrolment figures 

may mislead. If ive go by the Census figures and make 

the appropriate age corrections, the proportion of full

time students L1 the primary 8 ge-group (6-11) will 

appear to be only 44 per cent. This has to be compared 

with the r'Iinistry' s enrolment ratio of 55 per cent and 

the Planning Commission's claim of 62 per cent, all 
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relating to 1960-61. If a similar disco :nt is applied 

to the Planning Commission's figure of 80 per cent for 

1968-69, we shall get the ratio of full-time students 

last year merely as 57 per cent of the primary age 

group. This is, of course, a dismally low figure, 

and I would not argue that the view is really so 

dark. We have to ,.,ai t for the 1971 Census for 

fresh f:ig ures on this. But there are good ;aeasons 

to think that the picture is a lot less rosy than 

we wonld imagine from the Planning Commission's 

figures or the data of the Ninistry of Education. 

The story of primary education looks more and more 

disquieting the deeper we go into the data. 

Further there are maier disparities both 

between sexes and among regions. The schoo1ing rat.i0 

for girls is even less than half of that of the boys -

according to the Census figures. And the regional 

contrasts are very sharp indeed. While in Kerala 

there were very few non-school-goers, in Madhya 

Pradesh only 36 students in a hundred were full-

time primary' school students. The .figure is slightly 
. ' -
lower for Bihar, and for Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan 

the number touches the low of 30 and 29 respectively. 

In these States the battle against illiteracy would 

seem to have hardly begun. 
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It is in this context of failure of our primary 

educational policy that we have to view the fantastic 

rates of grov;th of our higher education in universities 

and colleges. 1 The point is often made, quite correctly, 

that primary edc;cation is expensive, and to make a -more 

ambitious effort towards expanding primary education will 

strain our educa.tional budget~ B~t surely the problem 

of getting resources for differ:nt types of education 

cannot be viewed in isolation from one another. vlhile 

viewing one of the most tantalizing growth pictures 

of higher education that has ever been seen in the 

world, \it is worth bearing in mind that the average cost 

of educating an undergraduate in arts and science for one 

year is the same as educating 22 students in primary 

school for a year.1 The cost of giving someone one year's 

teaching at the 1'1.A. level equals that of schooljng 21 ~ 

primary students; and one M.s~::. student cost us 89 

primary students in equivalent terms. 

1 

8 
These figures refer to 1965-66 and include actual 
expenditta'es by schools as vTell as those on books and 
im~uted rent, as calculated by M. Blaug, P.R.G. Layard 
and. U. V.Joodhall, _Th§! __ Cau~§._of ]l!S\_!,!_q_?-Jed_Unemplo~ment in 
Ind~a, Allen Lane, The Penguin Press, London 19 9, 
Table 8.10, p. 20b. 



I ncmmented 
~ 

before on the impact of the - ,.( __ 

_exploding numbers in higher education on the a.caV.e:ni c 

standards. we also noted that if growth rate of tnis 

ki!'!d has to be achieved with~ut a decline of standards, 
:'}~~-'-. 
a considerable raise in the salary of lecturer in high8r 

educatioh will be necessary to attr8.ct the required 

number of good teachers. ~eedless to say if any 

such adjustment tal{es place, the contrast between tl:ie 

cost of primary and higher education will be still 

more sharp. However, I do not wish to attach too much 

importance to this arg',.ment since the case for a rise 

in primary teachers• salaries is also strong though not 

based on exactly the same reasoning. On balance the 

cost ratios may or may not change, butfwhat is worth 

noting straighta\vay is the enormous amount of primary 

educational sacrifice that is involved in the present 

policy of breakneck expansion in higher education.! 

Before I move away from this topic two possible 

objections are •rorth discussing. First, these cost ratios 

are relevant only in so far as reso~rces can be transferred 

from one field to another. It hqs been argued that the 

two types of education absorb very different types 

of resources, and that if the rate of expansion of higher 

education is m2de somewhat loHer this will only release 

potential college teachers who may not be available for 
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school teaching, 
This is certainly so llP to a po i1, t' 

Of the r esources used are in fact 
even though some 

precisely the s 2me, e.g., building materials for 

constructing school houses or college buildbgs, 
More 

importantly there are possibilities of substitution of 

a more 

expand 

complicated nature. IOrereason for heatating to 

the number of schools may be the inflationary 

impact of hiring more school teachers who will demand 

more consumer goods.~ The same inflationarY proolem 

is present with the expansion of colleges as well, 

anr'l here a reduction in one field may curtail inflationary 

pressure so as to permitcexpansion in another field. 

Similarly both types of expendih1re have foreign exchange 

implications, usually through indirect channels, and 
I 

expansion of schools and colleges may to some extant 

compete for the use of foreign exchange allocation. Jif 
,... C) _-

' the total picture of the economy is taken into account, 

it should be clear that school education does compete with 

higher education for scarce resources. . I 
/' 

~-The second point which is some times made is 
' 

that by cutting down the rate of growth of higher education 

the deficiency of primary education cannot be fully met. 

In substantiating this argument it may be pointed out that 

primary education in the form of Classes I-IV may ~·--·.---.. ·-- . .:.....:; .. _;.., 
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absorb )about 20 per cent of total educational expen1i '=·'-''-''3 

in India, whereas that for higher education mtty be a':lout 

17 per cent.9 However, these figures are not very telling, 

since in spite of the higher ratio of primary education a 

sizeable help to expand primary education substantially. 

Evidentally a reduction in the-relative importance of 

higher education cannot bear the entire burden of raising 

the allocation to primary education, but it can be an 

important constituent of that policy. 

But no such shift in policy seems to be in fact 

in sight, even though the failure of the Government's 

primary educational policy bas attracted much attention 

recently. The explosion of higher educ~tion is not 

likely to slow do~. It is relevant to enquire into the 

compulsions behind the public policies on higher education. 

It is not sufficient to ar~ue that the Government policy 

has been preoccupied with quantitative expansion, and 

not with preservation of, or improvements in, the quality 

of that education. This preoccupation is undoubtedly 

a fact, but the question remains: why has the Government 

been so determined to push the quantitative expansion 

of higher education at such fantastic rates? The ans•,1er 

as far as I can see lies in a mixture of two considera-. . 
tions. First, there are upward biases in the Government's 

9 The Report of the Education Commission, 1964-66, p.467. 
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method of estimation of the educatej manpo·.·rer rec <.'a-

• ments for economic growth, and sec.ohd, tbe Gover;:Fren·c 

• has 7Jeen remar11:ably responsive to political presst'res 

for the auantitative expansion of higher education • 
• 

AS an example of the former we may refer to 

the manpower estimations that were done for the Educa

tion Commission 1964-:66, on the basis of vrhich the 

Commission drew up its enrolment programmes in higher 

education. The calculations, which vrere done ·by a 

joint team of the London School of.Economics and the 

Indian Statistical Institute, treated the service 

and the non-service sectors.dfferently. As far as 

the non-service branches were concerned it divided 

up the economy into a number of sectors and proceeded 

on the assumption that "as net output in each sector 
. . 

and in each branch of manufacturing increases, so 
. . 

proportionately will be the employment of educated 

'-, 
! 
\ 

) 

manpower 11 (p. 94, italics mine). Different grovrth 

rates v1ere assumed for the different sectors aver2ging 
~ . . , ........ 

\ 6.6 per cent a year for the economy as a whole during 

1961 to 1976, and 7,0 per cent for the period 1961-1986 • . . ' 
~ ' . . 

The pattern of manpower employment in 1961 was taken 

as the base, and manpower requirements were worked out 

on the basis of proportional growth of manpower and 

sectoral outputs. After calculating the manpower 

requirements of different types in 1975-76 and 1985-86, 
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the:Commission drew up the enrolment policies fer 

secondary and higher education. 

As far as the services were concerned, certain 

more or less arbitrary "norms" were used. The 

requirements· of doctors were calculated on the basis 

of the "norm" of one doctor per 3,000 people in 1975-76 

and one doctor per 2,000 people in 1985-86. Similarly 

given teacher-pupil ratios were used for education. 

The educated manpower requirements of public administra

tion and defence were assumed to grow at 4 per cent a 

year. 

It may, first, be noted that the growth rates 

of the Indian economy that have been assumed are 

p~eml"-irly high. The Indian economy is not used to ' 

growing at six or seven per cent a year. , Already 

the economy has fallen much behind the projections 

that were used by the Education Commission; Thus 

the demands of manpower _ar.e_ove:r:-stated. Second, 
- ------ -;·------

/ 

the considerable volume~~f unemp~men~ of various / 

types of sl:cilled labo•"r which characterize the Indian 

labour market were ignored. If explicit account were 

taken of this factor, the required enrolments would 1 

have been lower. 



·2h·--. . . 
t in a situation of Third it was overlooked tha 

' t. 
l with hi~b aualifica 1ons educated unemployment mar:y:-peop e · · o -

accec-t .;,.,ferior j~bs which do not require. may be ready to .tJ .._., 

those qualifications on the ground that some job is better 

than none. This phenomenon of over-qualified appointment 

d b suming tmt educated is quite common in India, an Y as 

employment will grow proportionately with the expansion 

of output, the perpetuation and indeed expansion of this 

wasteful phenomenon were built into the model. If a B.A. 

ac<c8IJts a job for 1vhich Matriculation should be sufficient, 

\..h"' T(j<,rlql demands a 7 per cent expansion per year of such 

misplaced B.A.s. In general, possibilities of economizing 
, 

on manpow8r requirements by the use of other resources, or 

by rationalization, were not considered. 

Finally, "norms" such as one doctor per 2, 000 or 

3,000 people are fine objectives to have, but they do 

not determine actual demand for doctors unless the 

Government intends to translate these "norms" into reality 

through the required expansion of public health services. 

Actual programmes of the Government as revealed to.the 

public seem to be, however, much more conservative so 

that the production of doctors. is also not geared to 

demand. I shall go into this question a little more 
tomorrow. 
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All these factors have affected the calc:::lc:.tio:Js. 

This might not have mattered if the errors worked in 

opPosite directions tending to cancel each .other. As 

a matter of fact, however, they all give an up\•ard bias 

to the manpower estimates and the Education Commission's 

recommendations are, therefore, based on a definite 

over-estimation of the educated manpower requirements. 

In fact the over-estimation seems to be very substantial. 

But biases in· estimation are only part of the 

story •. !For even wi.th these upv1ard biases the Education 

ComUJission found that the actual expansion of higher -- ----- ~---

education was tqo.fast and the proportion of school-
-----·--·. . -· .. -. 

leavers who go'into colleges and universities must ---
fall. ~e Education Commission, thus, recommended a 

'-..... 
policy of relative deceleration of the rate of expansion 

of higher education and suggested a system of "selective 

admissions""' That this should be so in spite of the 
'----- --·-
'---

up-.rard biases in the estimation is a significant 

fact and throws some light on the state of things 

in higher education. However, the Parliamentary 

Committee that was appointed in 1967 to go into the 

Repor~of the Education Commission found the Commission's 

recommendations, high as· they were, to be too restrictive. 

"We have therefore not agreed to the Commission's proposal 

that a system of selective admissions should be adopted at 
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d ·wndergraduate sages •••• n the higher secondary an 

believe that every effort should be made to provide 

admissions to institutions of. higher education to ~ 

eligible students vrho desire to study further".
10 

The 

pressure is for providing everyone with higher education 

if he has successfully completed the earlier stages of 

education and if he wants to study further irrespective 

of his relative merits. 

/such a completely open-door policy would not have 

been Go disturbing if higher education had not been so 

thoroughly subsidised by the State and had the progress 

of elementary education for the children not been held 

up for the lack of public fundst The pressure for ·_. 

higher education is, of course, basically a middle""' 

class demand, but given the nature of Indian politics· 

today, all political parties, including those of the 

Left, have been inclined to champion middle-class causes. 

The needs of the children of the poorer families, 

especially in the rural areas, are of course substantially 

sacrificed in the process. To-'put it provocatively, the 

right to higher education is the right of the educationally 

privileged to study further at the expense of the society 

irrespective of one's academic abilities, and it is a right 

that is exercised by throwing children out of schools. 

10Report of the Committee of Members of Parliament on F~ucation 1 
1967: National Policy on Education, Ninistry of Education, 
Govt. of India, 1967, p. iv, italics mine. 
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While this question of political pressures rela~ed 

to the class structure of the Indian society is cr•lCial 

to an understanding of the present crisis of Indian 

education, there is a related economic question that 

deserves our careful analysis. I'Why is there such a 

rush for higher education in India today?( If· the sy stern 

is churning out too many graduates and postgraduates, surely 

the emp+oyment prospects of the educated Indians must be 
-----

rather bleak; why then this stampede to join the colleges 
~--- -- -- - ~-

and universities? To try .to answer this question by 

referring merely to the social values of the Indian soc:ie ty 

and to the enhanced prestiga and social standing of the man 

who receives higher ed~cation, is, I.·think, rather shallow. 

These social values may be there, buc they are powerfully 

reinforced by rational. econ~mic consid,erat~ons ~ 3 v\ ,·t, W" :r<ut_, 
i'-.~--<.AJ'~ ~, ~ u--.,,. ,.._ .... ,..._.. '1M \. ~.,~ "-" "''r-"-' ....... -~_,, f.L -~··r . ·~.,_,, \.-~ \1 t -·-J, D · ~ 0 • 

. · -~" :\f<'-'-'1 · .e.~~r ._., ..... ~-~·t i_.:, r-.;-.r-·' .r'·n.· -'··•~-'. y.,.r il i<:.. 
When a certain profession is overcrowded the gain \cb -~ J:, ::~ 

for the soc'iety in training another man in that field 

may be little and may well be outweighed by the costs 

involved. The calculation for the P!ivate individual 

is, however, rather differ·nt. If he goes through the 

course he may have, say, only a 90 per cent chances of 

employment, or he may have to wait for some years before 

he gets a jog, but he may still be better off after all 

this than he would have been had he never taken the course 

at all. By offering himself in the market with this training, 
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the higher secondary and 
;.;e ·urnd.ergradua te stages • ... 

effort Should be made to provide 
believe that every 
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of elementary education for the children not been held 

up for the lack of public funds 1 The pressure for ·_. 

higher education is, of course, basically a middle• 

class demand, but given the nature of Indian politics· 

today, all political parties, including those of the 

Left, have been inclined to champion middle-class causes. 

The needs of the children of the poorer families, 

especially in the rural areas, are of course substantially 

sacrificed in the process. To~put it provocatively, the 

right to higher education is the right of the educationally 

privileged to study further at the expense of the society 

irrespective of one's academic abilities, and it is a right 

that is exercised by throwing children out of schools. 

10Report of the Committee of·Members of Parliament on Fducation 
1967: National Policy on Education, Hinistry of E.ducation, 
Govt. of India, 1967, p. iv, italics mine. 
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While this question of political pressures rela~ed 

to the class structure of the Indian society is cr•1cial 

to an understanding of the present crisis of Indian 

education, there is a related economic question that 

deserves our careful analysis. I'Why is there such a 

rush for higher education in India today?( If the system 

is churning out· too many graduates and postgraduates, surely 

the emp+oyment prospects of the educated Indians must be 
--·-

rather bleak; WhY then this stampede to join the colleges 

and universities? To try .to answer this question by 

referring merely to the social values of the Indian socfuty 

and to the enhanced prestige and social standing of the man 

who receives higher education, is, r.·think, rather shallow. 

These social values may be there, buc they are powerfully 

reinforced by rational. economic considerat-ions. 3 v\ ,·b w" ~~ 
':j>"l~~'\ ~~ "-""\~<'~, -~ 'b~el 'Q..{'"'If"l-'..._:,·~_,~,Ll r~\ •c-•\ 

· _...,..._~"'j-:\{'<-~ · e_.....,..._~>'~\- ~·'0·7 \~ h-.'r--~' •f" "!· -'-·•~-\ Yvr il /-:, 
When a certain profession is overcrowded the gain 'cb --~ J,, :.~ .' 

for the soc'iety in training another man in that field 

may be little and may well be outweighed by the costs 

involved. The calculation for the private individual 
' 

is, however, rather differ 'nt. If he goes through the 

course he may have, say, only a 90 per cent chances of 

employment, or he may have to wait for some years before 

he gets a jo~, but he may still be better off after all 

this than he would have been had he never taken the course 

at all. By offering himself in the market with this training, 
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reduce the probability of someor>e 
he vrill of course 
else getting the job; his educational decision i~cor-

por~t~s this prospect of displacing another person. 

need not deter the new entrant from brea'l:ing 

market, if he finds this profitable to him. 
But this 

into the 

This consideration is reinforced by the fact ·) 

that with our heavily subsidized system of higher ! 

' 

i 

' ! 

education the person concerned will bear only a small. ( 

part of the society's cost in educating him. Further, 

sin~e the probability of immediate employment may 

be low even if he did not go into higher education, 

··,here may not even be much sacrifice of immediate 

earning power as a result of going into further 

studl•~s rather than looking for a job on the basis 

of qualif~cation~ already achieved. All these 

considerations make it sensible for people to flock 

to the institutions of higher education, and in our 

society this constitutes a formida~le pressure group. 

The interests of the society at large may be at 
! 

variance with these press'.1res for the reasons 

mentioned, but the ability of the leadership in the 

country to withstand such pressurization seems to 

be, alas, rather limited. 

J 
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The time has come to piece together the 

picture that emerges from all this. Immense presst'.l'GS 

are generated for over-expanding the apparatus of 

higher education arising from the dichotomy of inc1ividual 

and social interests. Yindividuals try to rush for higher 

education even though the costs to the society may far 
• outweigh the social benefits.' Th~s rush is sometimes 

reinforced by faulty economic calculations by Government 

agencies with upward biases of a cumulative nature. 

Given the structure of political leadership in the country 

this translates into a policy of maddening expansion __ : 

o:f· higher- :education;· The economic implications of such 

an expansion in the form of salary adjustments are 

possibly not much understood, and if understood, are 

probably found too expensive. Ia any case, they are 

certainly not carried out. There is a general decline 

in the quality of teachers-and consequently in the 

standards of teaching. Meanwhile the 12J:_ima,:r:y __ schooling 

system is starved of funds and ~xpands at a modest rate, 
' -

and a country th~t was in the_~ast on~of the least 

literate in the war+d continues defiantly to remain so. - ~- - - - ~ --------

On paper, however, the primary schooling picture ~ 

does not look so bad partly because of the fact that 
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those who give grants to schools, based on the 

number of stud~nts, also collect data from them 

on enrolment. T'his provides an economic incentive 

for a systematic up•t~ard bias in the enrolment 

figures that are handed out by the Schools to 

the Government. The Government proceeds to 

print these figures and cold statistics help 

to hide the wound from public view. We get --used to living with an over-conservative school-
~-

ing policy and·-.an over-he~oic. p~licy of higher 
--- ~ 

education in one the numbers grow too slowly, 

'llhile in the ~~;r·-~~ quality declin~~f~st. 
----- - """y· ' -- )f. ----------- .~ 

1._ ,-~ ... ~ r ... r"\ <.... .-.. 
__/ 

What is needed today is a radical shift 

in our a?proach to education. We have to reject 

the old policies which spring from a failure of 

leadership and which give all to the vocal and 

none to the mute. We have to take explicit 

account of the economic considerations that have 

been neglected for so long. In tomorrow's 

lecture I vrould like to go more deeply into these 

economic considerations, and I shall try to discuss 

policy issues in education in that light. 



Lecture 2 

In 1950-51 when the First Five Year Plan \vas 

launched, the total direct expenditure on education 

in India 1•as a little over 1 per cent of the national 

income. It rose steadily and by 1968-69 this was· 

well over 3 per cent. The question is asked from 

time to time: Is this eno·~h or should the share . ' 
of educa.tional expenditure in national income go 

up even further? Or is this too much already? 

From what we discussed yesterday it should be c1P:=t1' 

that this is nota very useful way of looking at the 

problem of allocating resources to education. The 

advisability of putting money into education depends 

--clearly o~ -the- p~-;ciserieiJ.- i-n"to -1~hlcn 1.1.. L.:> 

expected to go. As we found yesterday, while 

there are sectors with severe shortage there are 

also areas \vith m'.lch slaclc within the education 

system in India. An expansion of the total 

educational budget may be a good thing, or may no~ be 
~ 

depending on precisely where the money is to go. It 

also follow-s that much may ce achieved hy reallocaC;inO' 
'" 

the educational funds differently. Indeed, the scope 
. 

for s•.wh adjustments is considerable, especially \·rlth 

the developmental part of the funds as opposed to 

the maintenance part. 
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For discussing this problem of allocation we 

have to go into the r~l~~i~~~sts and relative contri-
- ------ ~- -

butions of different ~pes of education. It is, of 

course 
7 

true that most people will concede the com

pelling social need for literacy and primary education. 

And it is also accepted that unemployment of highly 

educated people is an expensive waste of money. Further 

we found that educated Wlemployment was likely to grow 

even more with our present trend of expansion even if 
.l"' a. 

we did not exceed the limits l~d down by the Education 

Commission. Vhile the picture may lool{ clear enough 

from these broad points of view, the requirements of 

' .policy-making should compel us to consider in detail the 

different types of gains and losses in pursuing different 

policies. And we also have to supplement general social 

considerations by detailed economic ones. 

There has been much discussion in .the recent years 

on the evaluation of the economic rates of return from 

invest:nent in different f'ields of education. There he_ve 

been various attempts in India to calculate these rates, 
1 

in particular by Harberger, NalJ,a Gounden2 and Blaug, 

1 A.C. Harberger, "Investment in t.fen versus Investment in 
Hachines: the Case of India," Education and Economic 
Development, eds. C.A. Anderson & M.J. Bowmany Frank cass, 
London, 1966. ' 

'· 
2 

A.l1. Nalla Gounden, "Investment in Education in India, "Journe.l 
of Ht:man Resources, Summer 1967. 
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Before going into the actual 

numbers, some preliminary points are worth making. 

First, the rate of return from the private 

individuals point of view will typically be different? 

from that from the point of view of the society as 1 
a_ whole. For one thing some of the costs of education 

are borne by the Government rather than by the 

individual, since the fees represent only a small. 

part of the total cost of running schools and colleges. 

For another, some of the benefits from education accrue 
I 

not to the person being educated but to the society., e.g., 

the advantages that the people derive from having 

educated neighbours. On the other hand, as we d:i.scussecl 

yesterday, some of the benefits may be p·,nely personel 

without helping the society as such. For example, a 

person may improve his chances. of e!'lplcyment at the 

cost of others by acquiring an additional academic 

degree, but from the point of view of t'he soci~ty 

the losses of the others have to be subtracted from 

the gains to this per~on. Considerations of this kind 

may ·be very important in an economy with unemployment. 

A second preliminary clarification concerns 

the problem of measuring the impact of ed:1cation on the 

3-M. Blaug, P.R.G'. Layard and M. Hoodhall, The C~~§ 
of Educated Unemployment in India,. mimeographed, 1968. 
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productivity of a person. It is, in general, very 

difficult to measure such differences in productivity 

directly, and the convention is to measure it indireetJy 

through the rise in a person's salary or wages as a 

consequence of his acquiring the additional bit of 

education. If a person earns ~. 300 per month in 

the absence of a certain training and his earning 

r, 4 1 · goes up to ·~:. 00 when he does receive this tra nlng, 

then ~. 100 is taken to be the productivity difference 

caused by the additional educatlon received •. This 

approach to the estimation of the impact of education 

on productivity is based on the notion that the operation 

of the market ensures that a person will receive a 

remuneration equal to his productivity at the margin. 

The limitations of this approach are, however, vQry 

serious since the market may fail to perform this precise 

function.
4 

The methodology here is based on a certain 

theory of market operations which are by no means 

universally accepted. It is possible to argue that 

salary differences do not represent differences in 

productivity but merely reflect certain conventional 

differentials. In any case, the wages may at most 

'+ 
I have discussed thi~ problem in some detail in "Econocnic 
Approaches to Educatlon and Manpm.,er Planning" Indian 
Economic Review, New Series, Vol. I, 1966. 
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represent productivity from the point of view of 

the employers, without taking account of the impact 

of eaucation on the rest of the society operating 

outside the market mechanism. All the estimations ~ 

of returns to education in India that have been dom 

so far are based on wor'dng on wage differences. It 

is worth remembering that this implies a certain 

view of the market mechanism which is very much 

open to question, even though it may be interesting 

to see what figures we arrive at if proceed on this 

line. 

\ 

A third point concerns the interpretation 

of salary differences whE:m one 1.s looking at the 

salaries of different individuals with different 

educational attainments. Do we assume ·that but for 

the educational difference their other abilities 

are the same? It may be thought that when dealing 
----·--

with large groups personal variations may not be 

impor~ant, and this is indeed so if we expect th8.t 

the process of selectioh for further ed·1cation is 

unrelated to the person's arilities. If it is, hoi·i<=ver, 

thought that a more able person has a better ch;omce 

of getting higher education, then an average group 

of n:ore .educated persons will have greater intelligence 

and other native talents. 
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This problem of isoL'1 ting the· contribution vf 

education from productivity differences has turned out 

in general to be a major headache in calculations of 

returns to education, and the Indian case is not any 

less difficult. Indeed there are some additional 

complications in the Indian case compared with the cases 

of the more advanced countries. One of the major factors 

in the possibility of having higher education is the 

economic status of the family, so that even a very 

talented person may be left out of the system of further 

education because of economic pressures. This happens 

even in the more adv311ced countries, but it seems to 

happen much more often in India. Further, even when_ 

selection is on the basis of perfor~ance at the earlier 

stages of education, this performance may be a poor 

guide to native abilities. For the same level of 

intelligence and innate talents a person from a poorer 

family vnll tend to be at a disadvantage because of 

having poorer facilities for stqdy 

books, leisure, accommodation, and 

in the shape 
I 
such things • 

of 

this is true ev8rywhere, it seems to be, once again, 

a more important factor in India. It should also be added 

that the concept of innate ability is itself a rather 

complex notion to deal with. Abilities as student are 

not the same as abilities as a worker for the two may 
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require very different types of talents, and good 

students are often terrible flops in real life. Also 

the talents required very from job to job. ,\11 this 

should make it clear why the problem of isolating the 

contribution of education is a rather difficult one 

to resolve. It is naive to assume that the different 

educ~tion groups have exactly the same talents, but 

at the same time it is difficult to pinpoint the exact 

differences and to decide precisely on the extent.to 

which meritocracy has superceded traditional immobilities. 

Herberger assumes that the entire salary difference 

reflects the contribution of education. Nalla Gotmden, 

on the other hand, assumes that 50 per cent of the 

difference' is due to educational difference, while the 

other 50 per cent is attributed to differences in ability. 

Blaug and his colleagues use two ratios, viz. 50% and 65?b, 

as alternative assumptions of the share of educatj_onal 

differences in the salary differentials. This is a 

tricky problem and arbitrariness is difficult to avoid 

in this field. Luckily the broad conclusions are not 

much effected by the precise assumption we choose. 

Of the various estimates made of the alternative 

rates of return those 1:y Blaug and his colleagues are the 

latest and incorporate the important features outlined 

by the earlier authors~ They also take explicit account 
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of certain other features such as the problem of w~stage 

in the form of drop outs. I would very brieflY state their 

results on the social rates of return on investment in 

education. There is a general decline in the rate of return 
• 

as we move to higher stages of education. The rate of return 

of primary education for an illiterate person is found to be 
,, -·, 

about 15 per cent, that of going through middle school 

after completing primary educ~tion is about 14 per cent, 

and the return on completing secondary school follmving 

'middb school is 10.5 per 'cent. This decline continues at 

the next stage and the average rate of return on doing the 

bachelor's degree in Arts, Science or Commerce is estimated 

to be a little less than 9 per cent. If we use a rate of 

interest of 10 per cent as the minimum acceptable, then 
. r "' 

primary education would be found to be very .profitable, 

)riddle school to be quite Profitable though less so than 

primary education, and secondary school would be found to 

be '·mrth it, tho 'gh not by a big margin. In contrast general 

university education would appear to be decidedly unprofitable. 

To avoid a possible misunderstanding I should explain 

thc>.t these rates of return relate· to expansion of the 

different types of education in question. The intention is 

not to suggest that all university education is unprofitable 

at 10 per cent rate of interest, but only that the further 

expansion at this stage will be- unprofitable, and a reduction 

up to a point will make things better. I should also explain 
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tGat what precise rate of interest we use to determine 

our policy choice· is itself a matter of some considerable 

controversy and 10 per cent may not be necessaril~ 

accepted as the figure to choose. Blaug and others 

themselves use a set of assumptions which wake them 

treat 12.5 per cent as the minimum acceptable rate of 

return in investment in education. If such a rate is 

chosen, then not merely university education but aJ_so 

secondary schooling will be found to be over-exp<moed. 

The important poin t to note is that the rate of retu'rn 

systemati,cally declines· as we go from lower to higher 

stages of education. The precise figures depend also 

on the assumption of the relative contribution of 

education 4o salary differential; the figures quoted 

assume a 65 per cent share of education. A variation 

of this assumption -.rill alter the actual figures, but 

as long as we assume the same ratio :for all levels of 
I • income the tendency of the rate of return to decllne as 

we move from lower to higher stages will certainly 

remain valid. 

There are two questions of educational investmant 

which are worth separating out, viz. (a) the question 

of the comparison of rates of return in ·education ,.1i th 

those jn other fields Rhd (b) the question of the 

relative rates of return within the broad area of education. 
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I have commented so far on the former by choosing a 

rate of return from outside, but we can also pose the 

problem of how best to allocate a given sum of money 

that may be available for educational.expansion of all 

kinds. From the latter point of view, an expansion of 

primary education yielding more than 15 per cent return. 

at the cost of reducing university education yielding less 

than 9 per cent return would appear to be socially 

desirable if the figures quoted are accepted. The general 

conclusion tlJat we arrived at on the basis of broad 

reasoning in the last lecture seems to survive the more 

detailed argumentation using the rates of return approach. 

These works on rates of return are extremely 

interesting, and Blaug and others have been careful and 

wise in their pioneering work. I would, ho•rever, like 

to express a general reservation about taking these 

numbers too seriously. Indeed, as I tried to discuss a 

little vrhile ago the entire approach is based on a number 

of assumptions about market operations that may or may not 

hold, and while Blaug 1 s may be the best estimates of 

rates of return they may not be generally accepted as 

sufficient for policy making. But it is interesting 

to note that if we accepted the general approach 

incorporated in these estimates of rates of return -

and this is an approach that has been widely used in recent 

years in many countries of the world - then we would arrive 
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at conclusions rather simil:u to the (•nes we arrived 

at on the basis of broader reasoning. 

"((._ There is, in fact, one respect in which, .in my 

opinion, Blaug and his colleagues tend to over-estimate 

the social r~tes of return. This concerns the question 

of corrections for unemployment. If there is 10 per cent 

unemployment in a certain c~tegory of jobs and 90 per cent 

of· the people with that qualification are employed, then 

Blaug takes 90 per cent of average earnings in that field 

as the relevant productivity figure. Yais is based on a 

certain hypothesis about the operation of the economy and 

the determination of employment. An alternative assumption 

may be that adding another qualified person to the alret.Jy 

available pool may not add to the jobs at all, and if that 

view is taken then the social gain from having one more mQn 

added to the pool ;..ronld tend to be zero. Suppose there are 
' 

90 employed people and 1 0 unemployed _i!l this category 

in the absence of a certain educational expansion, and 

when that expansion takes place one more person is Edded 

to the pool. If the number of jobs remains the same then He 

shall have novr 90 employed people and 11 unemployed. The 

additional man would have produced nothing. Thus ";hether 

there is any social gain from having more educated people 

when some are already unemployed depends on how we expect 

the total ,,mployment to change as a consequence of an 

expansion of the number of job seekers in that category. 
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An expansion of iob seekers can increase employment 

mainly through a reduction in the wage rate, and 

whether this will happen and with what effect will 

depend on a variety of economic and social considerations. 

Blaug's estimates assume an adjustment process such that 

when expansion takes place the probabi+i~J of employment 

remains unchanged. The market is taken to be .adjustable. 

But is this a fair assumption, since it is evidently 

not so adjustable that it can eliminate unemployment 

altogether? If such adjustability is not assumed and 

Blaug 1 s figures are thought to be over estimates, this 

will reduce the overall. rates of return to education. 

The whole question of educated unemployed is a 

rather complex one in an economy like India. It has 

been point~d out that unemployment mainly takes the form 

of a long period of waiting before a person emerging from 

the education system finds a job. Blaug €Stimates the 

average waiting period of a graduate to be about 6.5 months, 

and the average vJ3.iting period of a matriculate to be 

about 17 months. It might, incidentally, be added that 

the tendency to remain unemployed for a considerable 

period of time after completing .matriculation is a strong 

incentive for going into higher education. This is 

an important factor in India in adding to the demand 

for university education in contrast with countries 

where a matriculate finds jobs easily, thereby making 
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him relatively more reluctant to go in for further 

studies rather than having some immediate income. As 

I touched on this question yesterday, I shall not now 

go into it. further, excepting to comment that unemploy

ment of products of one stage of education increases 

the demand for going into subsequent stages of educa

tion. Halallocation in one field infects the next. 

For the motivation of students, rates of return 

from a private (as opposed to social) point of view is 

relevant. As might be expected, the private rates of 

return are considerably higher than the figures of 

social rates of return which were quoted earlier. There 

is the same tendency for the decline of the rate of 

return as we move from lower to higher stages, but even 

at higher stages of education the absolute rate of 

return remains quite high, and for the general bachelor 1 s 

degree (i.e., ~~~-B:_Sc., o_::_ B_-..9:'.m.) Blaug and his 

colleagues estimate the average private rate of return 

to be 10.4 per cent. The private rates of return ---- ___, .. 

~end to be higher than the social rates largely because 

the student bears only a small part of the cost of 

education, since the Government subsidises education 

heavily. The vast demand for higher education in spite 

of its social unprofitability springs partly from this 

purely economic reasoning. 



These figc'l'es take into account the actual 

probability of employment. It may be argued that a 

student contempJa ting further 'education typically tends 

to take a relatively more optimistic view of J,ob 

opportunities than what the hard-headed statistician 

would estimate. If so, the student's subjective 

impression of profitability of higher education would 

tend to be more than what these calculations on.rates of 

return yield. It may, therefore, be argued t~t just 

as Blaug 1 s figures may over-state the social rates of 

return, they possibly understate the subjective private 
, 

rates of return which .m9tivate the studeQts. If this. 

is accepted, then the dichotomY between priva.te demt:mqs 

and social needs would apPear to be even more seve:re than 

what these rates of return indicat? •. 

I have so far been concerned most_ly with general 

categories of education. I should now. look at specific 

fields such as engineering and medicine. Of the~e fields 

BJ.aug estimates the rarte of return for·engineering education 

and finds it to be rather higher tha:t:l for B.A., B.Sc., or 

B· Com. This figure of 10.5 per cent is also higher than 
---,.~ --

the rate of return in secondary education, If this 

est;i.mate is accepted, then there will be relatively little 

reason to balieve in the over-expan~ion of engineering 

education, at least compared with the more general branches 
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of higher education. This is proba~ly right, but 

even here there may be problems. The reservation 

that we had about Blaug's treatment of unemploy

ment applies here too, and from the social point 

of view adding to the supply of engineers may not 

easily add to the number of jobs as implied in these 

estimates. And Lf the ·number of jets is taken to 
' 

be given, then at the margin expansion of engineering 

education would hardly produce any social gain while 

it will certainly involve the economy in considerable 

cost. A more pessimistic view like mine seems to 

get some support from the steadily rising proportion 

of unemployment among engineers in I?Jdia with the 

growth of the supply of engineers. It is, in fact, 

reported that the number of engimers without a joh 

has increased in the last 3 years from 4,ooo to 50,000 

and it appears that the Union Minister for Education 

is advising the universities and Stato Gove~nments to 

limit admission to engineering courses. 5 

But if our analysis is right the problem is not 

confined to engineers only. There is a general tendency 

of public policy to produce more highly educated and 

trained people than are necessary for gro;~h and 

.development of the economy. As I have arguecl earlier, 

this arises largely from a tliffeence in social and 

5 The Times of India, Delhi, Sunday, September 28, 1969, 
page 8. 
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private profitability of higher education, and from the 

Government's tendoncy to base educational policies on 

public pressures. In spite of the large number of the 

highly trained people 1vho are unemployed, it may be worth-

1-!hile for a person to become un _ en~ine@r or a lawyer or a 

doctor. He -bears only a small part of the total cost of 

education, the society bearing the rest of it. Further, 

the society has to take into account the loss of others 

from the reduction in employment prospects as a consequence 

of an increase- in the numbers of job see,kers; the individual, 

in contrast, need be concerned only with his o-...m prospects. 

I have already discussed this problem so that I shall not 

go into it _further. 

There are some evidences that a situation of 
' 

widespread unemployment is developing in the field of 

medicine and may become mo;re and more obvious as time 

goes on. Hr. P.N. Mathur, who is researching on this 

problem for his doctoral dissertation at the Delhi School 

of Economics, has gone into the demand and supply of doctors 

for the coming two decades in some detail. 6 There are 

alternative assumptions that one can make about demand 

depending on the-economic relationships that are held to be 

valid. There are e.lso alternative supply projections depend-

ing on the expansion plans of the government. The extent of 

surplus or shortage should depend upon the precise estimates that 

on~ chooses from the set of alternatives. However interestingly 
0P.N~ Mathur, Supply and Demand for Critical Huma..11 Sk{llSln- -----

Indla1 s :Qe.veloping_ __ ~_c_g_nomy: A Case Stu.Qy_:fb r Doctor_s __ Ph.D. · 
thesis draft, unpublished. · - ______ , 
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enough even the highest estimate of demand for 1975-76 

or 1985-86 seems to fall substantially short of the 

lowest estimates of supply, so that a surplus seems 

to be definitely developing. The lowest estimates 

of supply are based on the assumption mf no expansion 

whatever of the number of and the size of medical 

schools, which is certainly very conservative. The 

extent of surplus is likely to be quite substantial, 

even though a precise estimate may be hazardous because 

of various possible alternative assumptions •. The employ-

ment situation of doctors will thus become extremely disturbing 

in the not too distant future, unless specific actions are 

taken to counter this. 

It 1.s worth noting that· unemployment of doctors is 

usually not visible. This is becau.se. many of them live 

_orr-private practice as opposed to h:lving a fixed job in 

a government hospital ·or in a priWito institution. One 

impact of upemp+oyment is a reduction in the clientele 
; 

and consequently in the level of earnings of the doctors, 

and it may not. take the form of a number cf people being 

,fylJy unemployed. In this resp~ct the unemployment of 

doctors is rather like thQ.t of. peasants, and the theory 

. of "disguised unemploym-ent", which has been dis cussed 

much in the G!ontext of peasant agriculture., holds also 

for cert8in self-employing professions like doctors and 

lawyers. 
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(This persistent tendency of over-producing highly 

educated people in several fields may largely arise from 

a difference in private and social profitability, but 

on top of that there is also the problem of miscalculation 

of demand by the' Government. 'vThen I discussed the Report 

of the Education Commission yesterday, I mentioned that 

for the service sectors certain arbitrary "norms" "'ere 

used./ In the case of doctors the demand was taken to 
I 

be that required in having one doctor for 3,000 inhabitants 

in 1975-76 and one per 2,000 in 1985-86. The Planning 

Commission and the Union Government's Department of Labour' 

and Employment? have used a norm of one per 3,500 in 

1973-74. Actual demand, however, will depend on other 

more concrete considerations. like purchasing power of the 

people. The private demands are of course supplemented 

by the Government's own programmes of public health and 

community me6.ication, and in India this is indeed a 

substantial portion of the .total demand. The fact that 

these programmes as announced "'ould not meet the gap 

between the supply of doctors and the private demand 

for doctors indicates a. failure on the part of the 

Governme~t to have consistent policy of medical education 

and utilization of doctors. 

7 India's ManPower R)quirements- Some Preliminary Est;mates 
t'l~bB'""-6? -: 1978-79 , Directorate General of Employment 
anu Tralnlng, Department of Labour and Employment 1969 
p.p. 16, 45-46. ' ' 
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(The normative considerations determining the medic :.1 

expansion plans seem to be running ahead of the actual 

actions of the Government in terms of expanding hospitals 
-- . . ~ 

and other medical services •/ If the normative figures 

are used to determine the expansion schemes of medical 

education then the Government should also carry through 
'I"'-, 

the hospital programme which will make those normative 

assumptions actually valid. If, on the oth~r hand, the 

Government wants to stick to its hospitalisation programme, 

given the sluggish growth of private purchasing power, it 

must slow down the expansion of the supply of doctors, 

Which of these two alternative policies should be pirsued 

is a matter on which disputation is possible since hospital 

. programmes are expensive and may cut out other useful 

programmes of the Government but at the same time they are 

also extremely important for a poor inequitous society, 

But no matter which of these approaches are taken by the 

Government there is no argument whatever for gearing the 

education progrs.mmes to certain lofty ideals which bears 

little relation to the Government's own hospital programme. 

I turn now to the problems of primary education. 

The discussion so f 8 r has had an urban bias. Even rates of 

return from primary education that I have quoted were based 

.largely on employment opportunities in the urban areas. The 

impact of education on the rural economy, in particular 

on agriculture, has been a matter of debate for some time now. 
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This is a field where the amount of work done is sttll 

inadequate and much of public thinldng is base;d on llunc:~ s 

of one kind or another. The traditional il:.i-ew is to r°C J.rd 

formal education, 

the point of view 

including li terrJ.CY, to be unirnport'lnt fn~1 

of agricultural productivity and to ar;uu 

that all that matters is the traditional wisdom of the peas 2nt. 
~ 

This glib view has been successfully challenged by a variGt;y 

of studies .recently, notably in a Ph.D. thesis of Dr. D.P. 

Chaudhri recently completed at the Delhi School of Econooics.8 

Dr. Chaudhri uses inter-state data, inter-district data, inter

village data and inter-family data to see how differences in 

educational levels relate to differences in productivity and 

found in most cases a significant positive association. This 

association survives even vrhen due account is talren of 

vari~tions of other economic features. It vrould appear from 

this that educational differenc~s do affect agricultural 

piUductivity and schooling is a relevant constituent of a 

programme of agricultural expansion. 
' 

In this ·context I should expl~in three special aspects 

of the impact of education on agricultural production that has 

not attracted much attention. First, in traditional studies 

of economics of education it is often assumed t.hat education 

is another input like any other such as fertilizer, pesticide, 

8 D.P. Chaudhri~ Educatio_l} nnQ_~gricultu~'ll ,Prod~9tiyi.:ti.. in 
In~ia, ';llPUbhshed Ph.D. thes1s, Department of '!::conomics 
Un1vers1ty of Delbi, April 1968. ' 
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seeds, or water. On this assumption one mi:iht t:r: tJ 

find out how output would increase if the Gduc· t:.c,n·.::. 

leve:J.. of the cultivators rose given the other fJ.ctors 

of production and that would be a W'J.Y of isob.ting th;; 

contribution of educqtion to productivity, It might 

of course be the case that having more educ~tion would 

increase the profitability of applying other f.J.ctsrs 

of production. But on this approach it is assumed that 

in each case all factors are applied up to tbe point that 

maximises profits so that in each case the J.dditional 

costs ·md s.ddi tional benefits from the use of each input 

are exactly balanced. This vie,.,, I would argue, is too 

mechanical to bo used for observi~ the impact of 

educ::ttion on agricultural-productivity. Education 

affects a person's horizon of visition, it is not just 
-

like any other input. The main point is not that given 

other factors of production h~ving more education increases 

the yield _of output, though educ<ttion may also do this. 
'• 

· The real point is that <:ducation affects the way the 

cultivator thinks about everything, inclul'ling production, 

and it also affects his attitude towards other inputs. 

For example, the profitabili~ of using fertilizers 
. 

may become clear to a peasant if he can read a hand-

bill on it rather than relying solely on verb:1l communi

cation. Furthermore,· the thoroughness with "rhich th:. 

cultivator can investigate the economic opportuniti.,;s of 
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using modern inputs may vary greatly 
with th<:: ex7s::::·l-, ,.).., 

. the impact of cdt;.C:J. tL:m a education so that in vie,nng 
I 

.11 b.ave to-be taken. The impact of more broader view '.oJ'J. I 

education given all ether factors of production may be 

1 with bow the other factors small, ·but we are concerned a so 

change in res~onse to education. 

My second observation concerns the use of inter

family data for studying the effect of ~ducation on the 

use of modern inputs. The evidence here is conflicting, 

though certainly the hypothesi~ that education affects the 

use of modern inputs get some support and certainly cannot 

be rejected on the basis of the available data. But what 

is more important is the neces~ity to.donsider this 

relationship not in the context of inter-family variations 

but in terms of larger groups and classes. The advantages 

of smooling, especially of secondary schooling, apply not 

merely to the person who goes through this but spread also 

to his neighbours. Treating families as completely isolated 

is not a very good assumption even for the rural communities 
H 

in Europe or America, but in India it is fatal. The entire 

organisation of rural society and economy is such that on 

a variety of matters including the use of modern inputs and 

new varieties of seeds, communication between different 

members of the same villaga or community is extensive and 

the influence on one another is great. Therefore, the right 

units for study are not families but co~unities, classes, or 
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villages. In fact, sorne~imes even villages may oe 

too small as units. The :picbre emerging from inter-farr1ily 

data should not, therefore, be taken too seriously even if 

they had been conclusive. It is very important to be care

ful about units of influence and communication in dealin~ 

with a factor like education. Neit~er is education an inyut 

in the mechanical sense in '\<Ihich it is sometimes taken, nor 

is it a factor that influenceS only its owner. Externalities, 
/' 

as ~conomists call them, are significant aspects of the problem. 

My third po~nt. concerns the impact of school 

education on economic operations thro•~gh changes in social 

and political elements in the system. Administrative factors 

are pecoming increasingly important in the operation of Indian 

agriculture; this may extend not merely to the channelisation 

of credit but also to the systeme_tic use of irrigation water, 
r 

the division of-scarce fertilizers, the supply of new 
• 

varieties of seeds, and other group activities. The 

administrative possibilities are, ·of course, substantially 

affected by the educational bac'{ground of the villages. But 

more than this even the political organization of the village 

or of the society at large may depend substantially on educa

tional factors. There have been observatiohs on the correlation 

between- literacy rates and the pattern_of voting. Th~se studies 

which seem to give positive results are, however, in their 

infancy. It is difficult to say how strong these considerations 

might be, but it is important to recognise that a study of the 
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t go 1·nto these broader considerac;il.dS impact of education mus. 

1 t If' f or example, having a more in order to be comp e e. 

literate or educated rural population makes it easier for 

the government to carry through a vigorous policy of lanG 

reform based on an active cooperation of.the villagers in 

exposing evasion of the reform legislations, this is cert:ci!l

ly relevant. If educational expansion helps social workers 

or political activities to mobilise the rural population into 

being more conscious of their rights and less tolerant of 

social inequities and of administrative abuse and corruption, 

t.hat-. is relevant also. It would be idle to pretend that we 

know precisely. how these factors work, but it would be foolish 

to assume that relations of this kind do not exist. 
I ·• 

Coming back to rather m~e concrete estimations, it 

would appear that even. in the absence of going into the details 

of these indirect features it can be said that education does 

have a substantial impact on agricultural productivity. The 

extent of the return is also significantly high particula~ly 

when the readjustment of other factors of production are taken 
~ 

into account in the light. of what~ have discussed earlier. 

It is, therefore, worth noting that the compulsion for the 

expansion of secondary school education is not based merely on 

social objectives·; they relate concretely to economic production 
~ 

as well. In my last lecture, the main argument was largely fro~ 

the point of view of the compelling social need for literacy • 

and schooling; that argument becomes stronger if it is supple

mented by the relevant economic considerations just outlined. 
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I conc'~ntrated yesterday on tt; r.cgl: -::t ,,~ 

\ 

primary e:l.ucation in·, terms of the low allocation of public 
I 

expenditure into that field. :!'here is a substantial p.-'lssibility 

of expanding the level of expenditure on primary educa tLm 'by ( 

economi~ ing on wasteful investments in s orr.e branches of hic;her _\ 

education. There is also scope for a general expansivn of the 

budget. But this is not tre whoJe story. There have also bc:en 

significant non-financial failures, especially in the failure 

to relate rural schooling to the requirements of the rural 

economy. There bas been a fair amount of discussion recently 

on the con ten); of the curriculum on school education in the 

rural areas; and its remoteness to the life of the peasants 

has been widely noted. I· would, therefore, not go into this 

here; the importance of these considerations (§9well known. 

I would, hov~ver, like to go into one particular problem of 

coordination that we have found to be very important in the 

cnntext of a study undertaken at the Agricultural Economics 

Research Centre at the University of Delhi.9 

It is generally known that one raason for the 

failure of primary education in ~ral areas is 
- ---·-·---------. 

ratio of drop outs. The ratio of drop outs in 
\' 

a very high -India is :->ne 
--- ------~..; 

of.· the highest in the world, and in some parts of India the 

figures are fantastic, especially for girls. It would appear 

from the Second All India-Education Surv~y Report :JO .. tha.t 

------------------------~~~--~·----9" Primary Education in Rural India: Participation and Wastag~, 
Agricultural Economics Research Centre, University of Delh~, 
Delhi, Hay 1966. 

10 Conducted 'by the National Council of ~ducational Research 
and Traihing. 
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while. 70 per cent of the boys and 66 per cent of the girls 

'in Kerala see their way through from Class I to Class IV 

· · h 1 obly 27 per cent of the boys and 15 per 
~n pr~mary sc oo s, 

1~ cent of the girls do this in Bihar. The position varies 

g~eatly from state to state but the overall rate of drop 

out is very high. In trying to relate drop outs to various 

factors, including· facilities provided in the schools it was ----... .. 
found that the relgtionship was not~!Y stEong, so that the 

problem cannot be easily handled by the expansion of such 

things as playground facilities, nearness to the place of 

resiaence, etc. even thwugh these may be desirable for their 

own sake. An important. factor _ _in drop out is the income level -------
of the child's f~mily; the poorer a peasant is the more likely 

·. 

he is to drop out, given other things. Caste also seems to be 

a relevant factor, and lower caste people have a greater 

tendency to drop out, i~hich is probably partly a reflection 

of th~ relation between income and caste but may also be 
., 

partly i~dependent of income. The question thus relates to 
'· ' . 

the general ~octal and economic structure of the village 
' 

comm~i ty • Oh this, possibilities of ,change have well lmown 
' /" 

hindrances. There is, however, one very simple factor that 

seems to .b.e cr'ucial to the question of drop out. There is 

fairly strohg evidence t~ ., , uat ·the tendency to dr~t is very 

much sh~rper when the seasonal peaks of agricultural activitY 
---- --- - -- -- . -

&re reached. I · --n Uttar Pradesh and Pan,jab, to which our s tur':· 

\vets confined, the drop t ou was signific81lt both at the I\:Lr.:- ~ -· 

season as well as t th : , .• a e Rabi season during sowing and 
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hnrv,.,st.ing 7 though in Punjab the drop out seemed to be 

greater in Kharif than in Rabi. Some school teachers e\ic. 1 

reported 40 to 50 per cent drop out at the time, of sowin~ 
./..r,· 

and harvesting of Kharif crops. While drop outs refe:rnd 

to here may be of a short term nature to start with, nev JJ • 

theless short term drop outs frequently trigger off a lr.-;, :<>· 

run stay away. Thus, the agricultural activity peaks may 

initiate a departure from the school altogetner. 

Unfortunately, the timing of the academic year"' in t;-,e 

rural schools does not seem to be at all integrated with the 

agricultural activities. In fact, frequentlY the examina-

tions coincide with peak harvesting activity~ as for example 

in UP where examinations are held in April when Rabi harvest-, 

ing is at its peak. In so far as the children of many famiHes ----hslp out at the time of peak activities of agriculture there is 

a built in bias in the system towards a high proportion of 

drop outs and wastage. It is perhaps one more reflection of 

· cur :inability to relate educational arrangements to the over

all nature of the society and the economy, and the unfortunate 

results are very serious indeed. A re-arrangement of the scbool 

ye<>.t and a ·crange in the timing of examinations are typic:..l 

we:1s tq•ough which education can be more fully integrated iilto 

the Indian ·!'ural economy. 

·- have moved over a wide range of issues in discuss<_,.;;: 

pro·clems of educational planning in India. It is not ear';' ':c. 

summar:.se the resuJt s of our anaiysis in a few senten::es · , 
would,_ hc~ever, list a few of the more important points that 
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seem to have emerged; this vlill be done in deliberately 

bal~ terms even at the risk of being misuni erstood. 

First considerations of social profitability of 
' 

education differ substantially from t~ose underlying 

priva-te profitability. An inadequate recognition of t~1iS 

distinction seems to have been a·source of some confusion 

in public policy making in the field of educat~on. 

I 

Second·, another source of difficulty is the use of 

inefficient and antiquated techniques in forecasting manpower 

requirements of the Indian economy as a basis ~r educational 

policy. The Education Commission, whiCh produc~d an otherwise 

excellent report full of insight and wisdom, did however ~ake 

rather disastrous manpower estimates, which had several 
.. 

biases all working in the direction of overestimating the 

requirements of highly educated manpower. The use of 

inflated fixed coefficients, the inadequate recognition of 

educated unemployment, the tota~ neglect of the current 

prevalance in the Indian economy of "over-qualified appoint-

ments" 
' the assumption of 'unrealistical:cy· high growth rates, 

and the use of arbitrary "norms 11 for doctors and other 

professions, are cases in point. Similar criticisms apply 

to the estimation of the Planning Commission and the Union 

Government's Department of Labour and Employment. 11 All t;his 

has contributed towards a wasteful growth of erpensive higher 

education in several fields. 

11 India's Manpower Requirements - Some Preliminary Estimates 
(1968-69 - 1978-7q) pp cit. 



Third, thare has been a failure of laadarship 

in withstanding political pressure for ovar-axpansion of 

higher education. Fer a variety of reasons that I have 

tried to spell out, the individuals' demand for higher ed· 

ucation tend to exceed considerably the requirements of the 

country, and rather than standing for social intersts, 

public policy has been drifting in response to p~litical 

winds. Even the Government's own calculations of educa. 

tional implications of the manpower estimates, unnecessari

ly high as they are, have beoo systematically exceeded · 

by actual expansion policies in serval fields. 

Fourth, primary education h.ds been relatively 

negJ.ected, both in terms of social needs as well as in 

terms of economic returns estimated through various methods. 

The allocatiou of public funds has been ~everly tdased in the 

di~ection of catering to the vocal urban middle classes 

. and neglecting the inarticulate requiremtns of basic 
' 

~ducation of the rural community~ The relevance of primary 

education to the rural economy has tended to be ignored be. 

cause cf a narrow framework of economic analysis. 

Fifth, there has also been a general failure 

in re~ting education to the economic life of the nation. 

A~ example of this is to be found jn the arrangement of 

rural schools in many parts of India such that the 

vacations do no coincide with the busy seasons of agricultu

ral activity and much of the drop out seems to originate thJn. 

FUTther, the timing of school examinations oft9n coinci"de 

with a seasonal peak, as in the U.P. in 
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April which is the time of rabi harvesting • Etlucation 

·t governed by r:i.gid rules has been viewed as ~.n activ:t ·Y 

unrelated to the economic lJ.fe of the eommunlty • 

Sixth, the growing unemployment of engineers is only a 

reflection of the tendency of public policy to over-expand 

higher education and specialized training on the basis of 

poor estimations of dem~nd with a build-in upward bias 

reinforcEd by the failure of leadership to with-stand 
. 

political pressures unrelated to social needs. As such, the 

problem is not peculiar to engineers and' is present in 

other fields as well. With self-employed professionals 

unemployment is "disguised" rather than "visible", but is 

no less real, and for some professions such as doctors the 

situation is likely to get much worse in the coming decade 

or so unless drastic measures are taken, 

The diagnosis of these ailments immediately points 

ways fowards possible cure. Better estimation of manpower 

needs avoiding the existing biases, recognition of the dicho

tomy between private and social profitability of education, and 

relating educational.organization to the economic life of the 

community, especially in the rural areas, are obvious recomm

endations to make.· .. There has. also to be· a major shift in 

emphasis from over-expansion of higher education towards a more 

balanced pattern of ?ducational growth with much greater emph

asis on basic schooling, 
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The expansion policies in different fields 

must take a more- explicit account of economic considerations, 

and the antiquated basis of the conventior.al estimates of 

enrolment requirements must be fully recogn:l.zed-. Economic 

arguments nru~t, of. course, be tempered :t>Y other factors, 

but as·it happens the direction of change required by 

economic considerations, which we discussed tcday, is exactly 

the same as the pointe~ we got from our analysis yesterday 

of the ~a:(d social considerations. 

The most impo-rtant characteristic of public 

policy en Indian education has been one of drift - a drift 

in response to the wind from whichever direction it might 
' . I • 

be blowing. The direction of the wind has bam largely 

determined,· naturally 'enpug!J., ;bY, the existing stratification 

of the Indian scciBty. Bending to the pressures of vocal 

groups a~d -powerful classes has contribnted to the 

perpetuation - and. indeed intensification - of the social 

inequities. The rot in Iqdian educa~ion is, thus, ultimately 

related ·to the structure of the Indian society. 

Wbile I have tried to. pinpoint the areas in 

which Indian educational planning requires better technical 

work, especially related to economic considerations, I have 

11 ttle C'lofidence that correct calcuation a'nd efficient 

estimation can, on·their own, save the situation. The 

~st -spectacular deficiency has been one of ~ommitment, 

The failure of leadership in policy making is as much due 

to this deficiency as due to technical errors and mistakes, 
• 

In the last analysis 



erluc-3.tional transformation in India is not merely 
I 

a matter of clear thinking but also of courage and 

deterrnj_natinn. A rad;_cal reorganisation of Indian 
' 

educational structure, the need for which I have 

tried to demonstrate, will demand a lot more than 

technical expertise. To ignore this will be 

'escapism. 
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